FRESHMEN WRESTLERS END SEASON

FIRST YEAR TEAM WHIPS BROWN AND NICHOLS SCHOOL

Lack of Experience of Visitors Results in Shutout for
1932 Engineers

SIX MEN WIN BY FALLS

In an informal meet held yesterday in the Hangar Gym, the wrestling season debuted for Brown and Nichols grapplers by the score of 8 to 0. Six of the most successful seasons ever experienced by a freshman team, the Engineers wrestled with little fear and were victorious, 8 by falls and two by time limit.

Artful, the 135 pound champion, opened the season, won his first match when he defeated Parnell, plumping his man with a body roll after 2 minutes and 25 seconds. In the first quarter of the match, Artful used the headlock and managed to pin Captain Swartz after he had worked his man for 2 minutes and 38 seconds.

The Unknown, a 155 pound wrestler, took his man a workout, and pinned him after 2 minutes and 34 seconds. Pratt, the 175 pound Engineer, next faced the 193 pound Mahoney, but Rabinowitz was too much for him and won the match after 7 minutes and 30 seconds.

In the unlimited class, Rabinowitz also showed his prowess by warping his man, but Rabinowitz was too much for him and won the match after 7 minutes and 30 seconds.

In the 125 pound class, took his man after 4 minutes and 57 seconds. Although the freshman team has of the men, Coach Welch needs a large number of candidates for the forming of next year's team. Welch needs a large number of candidates for the forming of next year's team.

Both were emancipators

While Lincoln was freeing the slaves by war, McCormick by his invention of the reaper was freeing the farmers from back-breaking toil. The telephone today is adding to man's freedom by saving time and effort on a scale unknown in earlier civilizations.
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Mobicn Cafeteria

Nunn-Bush Ankle-Flashed Oxfords

"Sky high" in style and comfort. And ankle-flashed. Nunn-Bush Oxford shoes give you the ankle-no unsightly gapping not slipping in the heel.

Nunn-Bush Shoe Store

NO. 6 SCHOOL STREET

BOSTON, MASS.